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Mr. Boubacar Ba, Commercial Director, Compagnie Malienne pour le Développement des Textiles 
(CMDT), Mali, gave a report on, “Comments on the Reform of the Cotton Sector in Mali.” Mr. Ba 
reported that CMDT is the national company in Mali with responsibility for all phases of cotton 
production and marketing. CMDT has 17 ginning units and a fleet of trucks. The mean inter-annual 
(MIA) rainfall for the cotton zone is 655 mm in the north and 1,036 mm in the south. The total population 
of the cotton zone is over 4,000,000. The cotton zone has 200,000 farms and produces more than 
2,000,000 tones of cereals a year, in addition to 600,000 tons of seed cotton. 
 
In Mali, the collection, grading, weighing, and transportation of seed cotton from farmers to CMDT, and 
the payment of producers, is the responsibility of Cotton Producer Cooperative Societies (CCPC), who 
operate through teams of literate producers. At the start of each marketing campaign, CMDT trains 
members of the CCPC marketing teams in 1) adjusting scales and weighing seed cotton; 2) completion 
of marketing documents in the national language, and 3) classification of seed cotton against seed 
cotton standards boxes. Each CCPC marketing team is divided into subcommittees of classers, 
packagers, and weighers. The marketing documents include: (i) a book recording the weight of cotton 
delivered by each farmer, (ii) a book with copies of receipts given to each farmer, (iii) another book 
recording each farmer’s choices on whether to retain or relinquish cottonseed, (iv) bills of lading 
covering truck shipments of seed cotton from the village to a gin, and (v) a book recording payments 
received by each farmer). 
 
Mr. Ba reported that prior to the start of each marketing season in September, CMDT pays to ensure 
that scales owned by the CCPC in each village are calibrated and tested by an approved servicing 
company. Scales have capacities of between 500 kilograms and one ton. After inspection, a certificate 
of control and repair is issued to the cooperative, with extension to CMDT.  
 
Also at the start of each marketing campaign, there is a national meeting of all stakeholders, including 
representatives of CMDT, OHVN, the Confederation of the SCPC, banks, the Ministry of Agriculture, 
and the agricultural research organization. During this meeting, the main marketing policies and 
procedures are decided, and the transport and load plans of each ginning plant are determined. The 
seed cotton production forecast is estimated through an objective statistical process. Harvested area is 
estimated based on measurements taken on one-fourth of all farms. Sample plots are carefully 
evaluated in each Agricultural Production Zone, and yields are estimated based on counts of squares 
and bolls within each plot. 
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CMDT, in collaboration with the National Roads Authority, develops and executes a roadway 
improvement program each year. This makes it possible to evacuate seed cotton from the production 
areas beginning in mid-October to supply the ginneries. 
 
Seed cotton markets are located in open areas outside villages at least 200 meters from the nearest 
structure. The market yard is led by a leader from each CCPC, who ensures the proper functioning of 
the working committees (packers, classification of seed cotton, and weighing). The leader ensures that 
the seed cotton storage area is clean. Farmers begin delivering seed cotton to the market area at least 
three days before the arrival of the first truck. The scale and standards boxes are readied. The 
standards box is provided by the Office of Cotton Classification (OCC). 
 
The seed cotton grading system in each village in Mali involves a Classification Commission, composed 
of one CMDT agent and two producers from the cooperative, one of whom is an experienced elder and 
one of whom is literate. A sample taken from the producer's heap of cotton is compared to the contents 
of a standards box. The Classification Commission makes a decision based on color and trash and 
gives the producer a ticket indicating the grade of his cotton. 
 
The Weighing Commission consists of a weigher, a co-weigher and two secretaries. Before beginning, 
the Weighing Commission decides the amount of tare to be applied. The cotton that has been weighed 
is either loaded directly onto a truck or stored in a silo. When the weight of cotton in a silo reaches 100 
tons, weighings are stopped until a truck arrives to evacuate the silo. In the case of large farms, 
(greater than or equal to 10 tons) seed cotton is loaded directly onto the truck after grading and 
evacuated directly to the plant. Members of the CCPC load cotton on the trucks. Young people are 
organized into one or two working groups, depending on the size of the cooperative, 
 
Once the truck is loaded, it is accompanied by a village representative (Conveyor) to the factory, and 
the cotton is weighed in his presence at the weighbridge. The weighing ticket given to the Conveyor 
serves as the basis for the payment for seed cotton. 
 
The net amount paid to the village is based on the weight of the seed cotton delivered to the gin times 
the seed cotton price per kilogram, minus the costs associated with operating the market, minus the 
amount of the cooperative's farm credit for inputs. 
 
A CMDT accountant checks the amount payable, and the net amount is paid into the cooperative's 
account. All cooperatives have bank accounts. The agents of the cooperatives withdraw the net amount 
from the bank and are responsible for making individual payments to each cotton producer. The seed 
cotton and agricultural credit weighing books are used to allow the payment of each producer. After 
deduction of agricultural credit, each producer receives his/her net payment. 
 
Mr. Ba reported that cotton plays an important role in the country's economy. The primary marketing of 
seed cotton involves several actors in addition to CMDT, including cotton producers, the company for 
the control of scales, the suppliers of marketing materials (weighing scales, canvases, tarpaulins), 
printers, transporters, banks, etc. 
Cotton income enables producers to meet the needs of their families: children's schooling, medical 
care, renewal or repair of agricultural equipment, habitat improvement, and inputs for cereal crops. The 
market fees paid to cooperatives are intended for office operations, collective investments such as 
construction of input storage sheds, construction of health centers, and acquisition of marketing 
material. The primary marketing of seed cotton is a very important activity in Mali. It mobilizes several 
actors who benefit from the economic spin-offs, and it’s good organization facilitates the correct supply 
of ginneries. 
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In response to questions, Mr. Ba explained that a pre-planting price is negotiated between CMDT, the 
government, and producers. Mali does not use a specific formula, but producer prices are related to the 
Cotlook A Index. The pre-planting price is paid to farmers via their village cooperatives within a few 
days of delivery of seed cotton from each village market yard to the gin. Months later, at the end of the 
season when all results from sales of lint by CMDT are final, an additional “top-up” payment is made if 
the results of the marketing campaign have been good. Mali operates a price stabilization fund. In 
seasons when market prices are above the long run average, money from lint sales is invested in the 
fund, which is held in a bank. When prices are below average, money is taken from the fund to support 
prices paid to producers. The fund was last used in 2011 when market prices were highly variable. 
 
Mr. Ba noted that production is rising in Mali because of expanded area. He explained that increases 
mechanization is enabling the area expansion. He added that the Government of Mali subsidizes the 
purchase of fertilizer. 
 
Mr. Fatih Dogan, Vice President Mediterranean Textile and Raw Materials Exporters’ Association, 
Turkey, spoke on the topic of, “Economic Aspects of the Issues of Harvesting and Procurement of Raw 
Cotton and Settlements with Producers.” Mr. Dogan reported that farmers in Turkey deliver directly to 
ginners and are paid at that day’s market level, or they agree with the ginner to fix the price on call later. 
Ginning starts in September and ends by March. Since prices tend to be lowest at harvest and rise to 
the season’s end, some farmers leave their cotton at the gin on consignment and fix the price later. 
Prices are fixed mainly at seller’s call at a mutually agreed basis off the price at a local exchange. 
Prices for seed cotton paid to farmers are derived from market prices for lint, adjusted for ginning 
outturn, color, trash and moisture. The base moisture level is 8.5%, and premiums or discounts are 
applied after testing. Gins themselves grade seed cotton deliveries against standards for Turkish cotton 
provided by local exchanges. Market forces, combined with local reputation, ensure fair treatment of 
farmers. 
 
In addition to market payments, farmers receive subsidies from the government. To qualify for 
subsidies, farmers must register with the Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock prior to planting. 
Ministry officers verify planted area and the observance of good production practices through on-site 
visits and satellite imagery. After seed cotton is delivered to gins, farmers present documents to the 
same government office to confirm the ownership, weight, price and quality of seed cotton, the use of a 
minimum of 20 kilograms of certified planting seed per hectare, and the ownership or rental 
arrangement for the land on which the cotton was produced. Farmer’s bank accounts are credited 
electronically. The calculation of the subsidy amount is based on a maximum yield of 6,250 kilograms 
seed cotton per hectare for first plantings and 4,000 kilograms per hectare for the second plantings. 
The full presentation provided by Mr. Dogan was distributed to all delegates. 
 
In response to questions, Mr. Dogan confirmed that each gin evaluates the quality of seed cotton 
delivered by farmers against standards boxes provided by local exchanges, which are managed by the 
national government. He also explained that marketing cooperatives in Turkey were inefficient and are 
no longer used for cotton. Planting seed is developed by both public and private breeders and provided 
by private seed companies. Farmers plant delinted seed. Payments are made directly to farmers by 
ginners. 
 
The Chair thanked both speakers and the audience for their participation. 
 
End. 
 


